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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

GEORGE WAN WAGENEN, OF NEW YORK, N. Y. 

COMBINED S HEARNG AND PUNCHNG MAC - NE. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 484,832, dated October 25, 1892. 
Application filed July 14, 1890, Serial No. 358,741, (No model.) 

To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, GEORGE WAN WAGENEN, a citizen of the United States, and a resident 

of New York, in the county of New York and 
State of New York, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in a Combined 
Shearing and Punching Machine, of which 
the following is a specification. 
The invention relates to improvements in 

combined shearing and punching machines 
for sheet metal; and it consists in the organi.a- 
tion and combination of elements hereinafter 
described, and particularly pointed out in the 
claims. 
The machine which has been made the sub 

ject of this application was designed and built 
by me for use particularly in the manufacture 
of the sheet-metal sugar-wagons described and 
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claimed in Letters Patent of the United States 
granted to the Geo. Van Wagenen Company 
on the 27th day of May, 1890, being numbered 
428,790, and for such manufacture it has been 
especially efficacious. The body of said sugar 
wagon is composed of five pieces (the ends, 
sides, and bottom) sheared from long sheets 
of Steel, the edges of the sides and ends being 
'cut at an angle to the length of the sheet and 
being provided with rows of apertures to re 
ceive the rivets by which the parts of the 
wagon are held together. By means of the 
present invention Ishear and punch the parts 
of the body of said wagon, the shearing and 
punching being carried on either successively 
or simultaneously, and said parts when 
brought togetlier have their edges and rows 
of apertures in proper alignment to permit 

riveting-machine. 
the riveting being rapidly completed by a 

It has been my purpose 
in the construction of the present machine to 
secure great durability and effectiveness with 
simplicity of construction and the minimum 
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weight. The dies for the punches are paral 
lel with the cutters, and hence the proper re 
lation of the rows of apertures or rivet-holes 
with the edge of the sheet may with certainty 
be secured. The dies and punches are also 
readily transferable for varying the distance 
between the rivet-holes, and any one or more 
of the punches in case of breakage may be 
withdrawn and others substituted for them. 
The special features of construction, with 

in the detailed description hereinafter pre 
sented. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings, 
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a machine 
constructed in accordance with the invention; 
Fig. 2, a transverse section of the same on the 
dotted line 22 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3, a vertical sec 
tion of the same on the dotted line 33 of Fig. 
1; Fig. 4, a detached vertical section similar 
to Fig. 3, but illustrating the application of 
the series of punches to the carrier. 
is an enlarged sectional view of the same; 
Fig. 6, a detached front elevation, partly in 
section, of the punch-bar with the punches in 
position; Fig. 7, a vertical section of said 
punch-bar on the dotted line 77 of Fig. 6; 
Fig. 8, a top view, partly broken away, of the 
die-bar and stripper-plate; and Fig. 9 is a ver 
tical section illustrating a modified form of 
unch. 
In the drawings, A designates the base of 

the machine, upon which is mounted the bed 
13, consisting of the front platform C and rear 

metal intended to be cut and punched. The 
platforms C I) are provided with the perfora 

F, by which the gages G may be secured in 
place in any desired position and at any req 
uisite angle. The platforms C I) are pro 
vided with a number of perforations E, in or 
der that gages G may be shifted and arranged 
with respect to each other at will, in accord 
ance with the character of the sheets to be 

punch their edges. 
Upon opposite sides of the bed 3 are pro 

vided the standards II, which are secured to 
the bed-plate B by bolts I, as shown in Fig. 3, 
and are connected at their upper ends by the 
bar J. (Illustrated more clearly in Fig. 1.) 
The standards II are substantially vertical 
on their front edges and at their rear sides 
are formed with the rearwardly - extending 
brackets K, through which the bolts I pass 
into the bed l3. Beneatin the standards II are 
formed the recesses I, opening frontward, as 
illustrated in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, and the pur 
pose of which will be hereinafter explained. 

IBy reason of the employment of the brack 
ets is and bolts I in the manner illustrated in 

their mode of operation, will appear more fully Fig. 3 I am enabled to form the recess in 

tions E over their surfaces to receive the bolts 

Fig. 5 

75 
platform I), adapted to receive the sheets of 

cut and the angle at which it is desired to 
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the lower face of the standards H without 
detriment to the durability and effectiveness 
of the machine. In the upper ends of the 
standards H is journaled the shaft M, upon 

5 which by means of the links N is suspended 
the carrier-bar O, to which the knife and 
punches are secured. The middle portions 
of the shaft Mare journaled in and sustained 
by the bearings P, suspended from the tie-bar 

Io J. The ends of the carrier-bar O enter and 
are guided by vertical slots formed in the 
standards H, (shown by dotted lines in Figs. 
1 and 2) the purpose being to insure a direct 
vertical reciprocating movement in said car 

5 rier-bar under the action of the crank-shaft 
M and links N. 
The bed-plate Bisstrengthened on its lower 

side by the longitudinal and transverse flanges 
Q and is provided directly beneath the car 

2O rier-bar O with the transverse ribs R S, be 
tween which a slot T is formed for the escape 
of the punchings, and above this slot the fac 
ing sides of the ribs R S are recessed to form 
the pocket W for the die-bar W, which is an 

25 elongated bar extending transversely across 
the machine and contains a series of circular 
pockets to receive the dies X. Upon the rear 
side of the carrier-bar O is secured by bolts a 
the knife-barb, which carries at its lower in 

3o ner edge the knife d, as illustrated in Figs, 3 
and 5, which co-operates with the lower knife 
or cutting-edge e, secured to the upper rear. 
edge of the rib R. Upon the front lower por 
tion of the carrier-bar O is provided the re 

35 cess f to receive the punch-barg, the latter be 
ing secured in place by bolts h. The punch 
barg has above it the steel plate to prevent 
the upper ends of the punches (letteredi) from 
bruising the metal during the operation of the 

4o machine. The punch-bar g is an elongated 
bar extending transversely across the ma 
chine, being secured, as illustrated in Fig. 5, 
to the carrier-bar O, and contains a series of 
apertures k to receive the metal cylindrical 

45 pockets m, having the shoulders in at their up 
per ends to rest upon a corresponding shoulder 
formed in the punch-bar. The pockets m are 
adapted to be inserted into and withdrawn 
from the punch-barg at will and are adapted 

5.o. to receive the punchesi, which extend down 
ward a proper distance below the pockets m, 
the latter also extending below the punch-bar 
ga, sufficient distance to properly sustain the 
puhches. The upper ends of the punchesi 

55 may be headed, as illustrated in Fig. 7, for the 
purpose of preventing their withdrawal down 
ward from the pockets, or a like effect may 
be secured by means of screws r, extending 
through the punch-bar and pockets and en 

6o gaging the punches, as illustrated in Fig. 9, 
the only object in either construction being to 
prevent the metal from drawing the punches 
from the pockets. The steel plate above the 
punch-barg receives the pressure at the upper 

65 ends of the punches i, and thereby prevents 
the carrier O from being bruised or roughened 
during the operation of punching: 

. As will be observed in Fig. 6, the punchesi 
vary in length, and hence when in use all of 
the punches will not simultaneously engage 
the metal to be punched, but will gradually 
one after another enter the same, and thus in 
sure the properpunching of the holes without 
splitting the metal or jarring the machine. It 
will be readily understood that the punch-bars 
and die-bars will correspond in respect to the 
vertical plane of the apertures formed in them 
to receive the punches and dies, respectively, 
and that these bars will be removed and others 
substituted for them, according as it may be 
desired to punch holes varying in distance 
from each other. The punches j are inde 
pendent of each other, and hence should any 
one become broken or bent it alone may be 
withdrawn from the punch-bar g and another quickly substituted in its place. The punches 
j consist simply of sections of drawn - steel 
rod tempered at the point or entering end, 
and hence it will be understood that they may 
be very inexpensively and quickly made and 
that no particular expense will be incurred in 
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keeping a supply on hand. The pockets m . 
effectually sustain the punches i and enable. 
them to be quickly inserted in position or 
transferred from one punch-bar to another. 
As above described, the die-bar W is di 

rectly below the punch-barg and is provided 
with dies X, adapted to receive the points of 
the punches i after the latter have passed 
through the sheet of metal to be punched, said. 
sheet being illustrated in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 and 
lettered t. The die-bar Wmay also be readily 
withdrawn from the machine at will, since it 
simply rests in the pocket V, being there 
held by bolts at', which pass through a section 
of the bed. Band engage the frontside of said 
bar. In the upper face of the bed Bare formed 
the recesses ac, through which the bolts u are 
passed and which permit the introduction of 
said bolts without leaving any elevations upon 
the surface of the bed B to interfere with the 
proper handling of the sheets of metal to be 
sheared and punched. 
Upon the bearings Pare secured the upper 

ends of the plates A', which extend downward 
and are connected by bolts with the upper 
ends of the plates B", which extend downward 
to within a short distance of the upper face 
of the bed B and pass through loops C, se 
cured to the front edge u the carrier O, as 
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 3. 
The plates A'B' are connected by the bolts, 

as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 3, for the purpose 
of making them adjustable as to their length; 
but it is evident that, if, desired, these two 
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I25 plates may be made from a single piece of 
material instead of two if a vertical adjust 
ment is not preferred. Upon the face of the 
plates B' are secured the bearings D', in which 
the rock-shaft E is journaled. The rock-shaft 
E’ carries the knuckles F, to which are piv 
oted the links G', carrying at their lower ends 
the presser-bar H, which extends transversely 
across the machine and has its ends guided 
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in the plates I", as illustrated more clearly in 
Fig. 1. Upon the rock-shaft E' is also se 
cured the arm. J", carrying the counterbal 
ance-weight K'. . . 

When the arm J’ and weight K' are in the 
position illustrated in Fig. 3, they cause a 
pressure through the links Gant bar H' upon 
the sheet of metalt, resting upon the table B; 
but when the arm.J. and rod K' are turned wider than the space between the inner ver, 
upward to the position illustrated in Fig. I 
the rock-shaft E' is caused to rotate in its 
bearings D' and through the knuckles Fele 
vate the links G' and bar H', thus releasing 
the sheet of metal t and permitting its re 
moval or adjustment at will. It will not be 
necessary at all times to make use of the press 
er-bar H', with its connecting mechanism; 
but I recommend its use, particularly during 
the operation of shearing, since the effect of 
the bar is to firmly hold the sheet of metal 
upon the table Band facilitate the successful 
Operation of the machine. When, however, 
the punching alone is being carried on or the 
shearing and punching carried on together, 
the bar 'will be withdrawn from the ma 
chine and a stripper-plate L'applied over the 
die-bar W, as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 8, said 
bar being bolted to the transverse carrier-bar 
Mi', which at its ends is bolted to the stand 
ards H I adjacent to the bed B. The strip 
per L' contains a series of apertures N', ar 
ranged directly over apertures in the dies X 
and centrally below the punchesi. The strip 
per L' is in the form of an angle-plate and is 
Sectl fed at a proper elevation above the bed 
plate 3 to permit the introduction of the 
sheet of metal i beneath it, as illustrated in During the operation of punching 
the stripper L' prevents the end of the sheet 
of metal from being carried upward by the 
punches j. When the opération of punching 
is being carried on alone, I prefer to apply the 
gage O' to the upper surface of the bed B, be 
neath the carrier O, as illustrated in section 
in Fig. 5, for the purpose of engaging the 
edge of the sheet of metal land insuring the 
apertures being formed at the proper position 
in said sheet i. The gage O' consists of a 
strip of metal held down by screws, and it 
lnay be adjusted in accordance with the dis 
tance the apertures are to be punched from 
the extreme edge of the sheet of metal. Dur 
ing the operation of shearing and punching 
at one time the gage O' will not be made use 
of, since under these conditions it will be nec 
essary for the sheet of metal it to project be 
yond the cutters de in order that its edge 
inay be sheared. It will be noted upon ref 
erence to Fig. 5 that the location of the cut 
ters d e with relation to the punches j is such 
that both operations inay be carried on to 
gether without difficulty, and also that when: 
it is desired simply to shear the metal the 
punch-bar g may be withdrawn from the ma 
chine, or when it is simply desired to punch 
the metal the knife-barb may be withdrawn. 
It. will not be necessary, however, to with 

draw the knife-barb from the carrier O dur 
ing the operation of punching unless the lo 
cation of the apertures to be formed in the 
sheet t is such that its extreme edge should 
be extended beyond the vertical plane of the 
cutters de.. If it should be desired to shear and punch 
or either shear or punch a sheet of metal 
tical faces of the staadards H, said sheet will 
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have its outer portions passed into the 're 
cesses L beneath the said standards, these re 
cesses permitting the adjustment of the sheet 
transversely across the machine at will, in 
order that the operations of punching and 
shearing may be conveniently carried on to 
meet the requirements of any special size or 
form of sheet. During the operation of si 
multaneously shearing and punching prefer 
to remove the rock-shaft E', arm J', weight 
K', links G', presser-bar H', and guide-plates 
I' and substitute for them the stripper L', its 
carrier-plate M' being at such time bolted to 
the lower front face of the standards EI. The 
stripper L', although not exerting the posi 
tive downward force of the presser-bar H, is 
but a slight distance above the bed B and 
will effectually prevent the sheet of metal t 
from being carried upward by the punches or 
tilting downward under the aetion of the 
Cuttel's. 
As will be understood, the gages G will be 

shifted in accordance with the angle on which 
the sheet of metal is to be cut. 
necessary that the sheet of metal when placed 
on the machine shall engage all five of the 
gages G shown in Fig. 2; but it is desirable 
that it shall firmly rest against one of the lon 
gitudinal or side gages, and also under Some 
conditions against one of the transverse or end 
gages. After the desired angle on which it 
is desired to shear or punch has been deter 
mined the gage may be set accordingly, so 
that each successive sheet placed against them. 
will be sheared and punched, as desired, with 
out the heretofore necessary preliminary of 
measuring and marking off the angles oil the 
sheet. 
The punches and pockets in are adapted for 

use either singly or in series, whether con 
bined with the special punch-bar shown or 
with some other form of holder for the pock' 
ets. The pocket m, serves as a socket to re 
ceive the plain straight punch and to sustain 
it throughout the greater portion of its length, 
the entering end of the plach only being ex 
posed. It is immaterial when only a single 
punch, for instance, is used whether the pocket 
an is held by the punch-bar shown or by any 
of the other well-known appliances for hold 
ing punches, since the pocket will effectually 
sustain the punch and admit of the latterbe 
ing formed from a plain rod of a diameter cor 
responding with that of the holes to be formed. 
Should under any circumstances the punch 
rod become bent or broken, the pocket in will 
remain unaffected and be ready to receive 
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4 484,832 
another punch-rod, whereas with the punches 
heretofore made an injury to the point re 
sulted in a total loss of the entire punch, in 
cluding its thick stock. In accordance with 

5 my invention the pocket m, which dispenses 
with the thick stock of the old punches, is 
never destroyed when the point of the punch 
is injured, but is still as capable as ever of hav 
ing another point or plain punch-rod slipped 

Io into it. It is to be noted, also, that the car 
rier O is recessed on its front and rear edges 
to receive the punch and knife bars, respect 
lively, thus insuring strength to the structure, 
and that the bed is recessed to receive the die 

15 bar and lower cutter, thereby firmly sustain ing them. 
What I claim as my invention, and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent, is 
1. The bed-plate and the standards H there 

20 on, combined with the crank-shaft M, jour 
naled in said standards, the links N, carrier 
O, cutters die, presser-bar H', rock-shaft E, 
links G', arm J', and weight K', the whole be ing arranged and operating substantially as 

25 and for the purposes set forth. 
2. The carrier O, suspended by links from 

the crank-shaft M, and the cutters de, secured, respectively, to said carrier and the bed-plate, 
combined with the plates A'B', the latter car. rying the bearings D', the rock-shaft journaled 
in said bearings and carrying the weighted 
arm J' and links G', and the presser-bar H', 
suspended by said links, substantially as and 
for the purposes set forth. - 

35 8. The reciprocating carrier O, provided 
with the series of punches, combined with the 
bed having the recess W, recesses ac, and dis 
charge-opening T, the die-bar secured in said 
recess W by bolts w, and the stripper L', sub 
stantially as and for the purposes set forth. 

4. The bed B, having the platforms C D, 

30 
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perforated over substantially their entire sur 
faces, the adjustable gages G thereon, and the 
bolts F, by which said gages are secured at 

45 any desired angle, combined with the stand 
ards II, the crank-shaft M, journaled in said 
standards, the links N, the carrier O, the knife 
d, secured to said carrier O, and the knifee, 
secured to said bed B, substantially as and 5o for the purposes set forth. 

5. The bed-plate B, the standards H there 
on, the crankshaft M, journaled in said stand 
ards, the links N, the carrier O, having the 
longitudinal recess f at its lower front por 
tion, the punch-bar g, detachably secured in 55 
said recess, and the series of detachable punches carried by said barg, combined with: 
the die-bar W, seated in the recess W of said 
bed-plate, the series of dies X, seated in said bar W, the discharge-opening T, leading from 6o 
said recess V, the removable stripper L', hav 
ing the series of apertures N', and the bar M', ''. carrying said stripper, substantially as and 
for the purposes set forth. 

6. In the combined shearing and punching 165. 
machine, the reciprocating carrier O, the ré 
movable punch-bar secured to said carrier, 
the series of punches connected with said 
punch-bar, and the knifed, secured to said 
carrier O, combined with the bed B, the series 7o. 
of dies X, supported therein, and the knifee, 
secured to said bed, substantially as and for 
the purposes set forth. - . . . . 

7. The reciprocating carrier O, having the 
recessf, the punch-bar secured in said rer 75 
cess and carrying the punches, the knifebar 
b, secured to said carrier, and the knife dise 
cured to said barb, combined with the bed B, 
the series of dies X, supported therein, and the 
knifee, secured to said bed, substantially as 8o 
and for the purposes set forth. . . . . . . . 

8. The reciprocating carrier O,the series of: punches carried along one edgethereof, and 
the knifed, carried at the other edge thereof, 
combined with the bed B, the series of dies X, 85 
seated in said bed in line with said punches, 
the knifee, secured to said bed in operatiye 

h 

line with said knifed, and the stripper L', 
having the series of apertures inline with 
said punches and dies, substantially as and go for the purposes set forth. 
Signed at New York, in the eoupty of New 

York and State of New York, this 12th day of July, A. D. 1890. : : 

GEORGE VAN WAGENEN. 
Witnesses: . 

CHAS. C. GILL, 
RoBERTA. PoRTEous, 

  

  


